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.Measurements o~ the high-frequ~ncy noi:e of a silicon double-injection diode result in (i'l)=a• 4kT ( 1/r) ~if 
With a= 1.04 and m agreement With the literature. A new interpretation demands Nyquist noise with a 121 
in these devices at high frequencies. This is in accord with an equivalent circuit derived for the double
injection process. Speculations are made on the general validity of Nyquist noise in nonlinear devices at 
high frequencies. In addition, generation-recombination noise is suggested as the prime source of the low-
frequency noise. . 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The literature reports on three separate experimental 
studies directly related to the present subject of high
frequency noise in double injection.l-a Two of them 
report that the mean square of the current fluctuations 
can be represented by 

(i2(w) )=fr4kTg(w)6.j (1) 

with a,-...,1, although the two devices and their oper
ating conditions are dissimilar. In one case, the struc
ture is a long germanium diode operated in a square-law 
range.2 In the other, the device is a thin commercial 
germanium photocell operated in a V3 range.3 Reference 
1 relates to a long silicon diode operated in a square 
law range and the value of the limiting white-noise 
level is stated in terms of the low-frequency conduc
tance dl/iJV 

(i2 )=f3·4kT(iJI/iJV) N (2) 

with {3=0.52±0.1, but the value of g(w) at the meas
uring frequency is not given. The results of the present 
study (see Sec. II) establish that this value is g(w) = 
!(iJI/iJV). Thus, Eq. (1) also holds in this instance 
with a= 1.0±0.2. 

This simple result obtained on dissimilar devices 
under different operating conditions seems to indicate 
a general fact, namely, that double injection exhibits 
thermal noise at high frequencies. Unfortunately, the 
mode of operation of the three devices used so far has 
been identified mainly through their I-V character
istics. On the other hand, Rose shows in his "compara
tive anatomy of models for double injection" that the 
behavior of this type of current flow varies broadly at 
de and depends on the relative values of such param
eters as size, doping, mobilities, lifetimes, contacts, and 
transit time.4 In addition, double injection covers a 
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range of possible I-V dependences which includes that 
of single injection.5 The I-V characteristic, as such, is 
therefore an unreliable means with which to establish 
the presence of double injection, particularly if the 
physical parameters of the structure are not available 
for numerical checks. To clarify the situation, room
temperature measurements are reported here on the 
noise and conductance of a diode whose behavior is first 
shown to agree closely with the predictions of the models 
developed for double injection. 

Correspondingly, Sec. II derives an equivalent cir
cuit from a physical model of double injection. Experi
mental results are obtained on a long silicon d'ode 
operated in the semiconductor regime (I o: V2) which 
substantiate the model. Section III reports on noise 
measurements performed on the same device. An 
interpretation of the results and a general model of 
high-frequency noise is given in Sec. IV. Section V 
speculates on the origin of the excess noise observed 
in this diode. 

II. DIFFERENTIAL RESPONSE OF 
DOUBLE INJECTION 

Baronet al.6 point out that additional information on 
the properties of a double-injection diode can easily 
be obtained from its differential step response. Con
sider the case of an I-V characteristic as shown in 
Fig. 1, where I o: V2. If the current is indeed entirely 
due to double injection, a differential voltage step .1V 
applied at t=O should generate the current response 
shown by the solid line of Fig. 2. There is an instan
taneous increase of current Ai(O) at t=O+ followed by a 
second increase of Ai( oo) =Ai(O) after several time 
constants TJ. In general, the exponential part of the 
response will have an asymptotic amplitude Ai( oo) = 
(n-1).1i(O) if the de characteristicis/o: Vn. That this 
criterion is indeed satisfied in good double-injection 
diodes is demonstrated by the experimental result also 
recorded in Fig. 2. It was obtained on the sample of 

5 D. H. Lee and M-A. Nicolet, Solid-State Electron 8 182 
(1965). . , 

e·R. Baron, 0. J. Marsh, and J. W. Mayer, J. Appl Phys 37 
2614 (1966). • . , 
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FIG. 1. Ideal characteristic of a double injection diode in the 

semiconductor regime (I ex: V2). The details are explained in 
Sec. II. 

Fig. 3 at an operating point of 30 V and 1.6 rnA. The 
solid line is a least-squares fit to the experimental data. 

The explanation of this behavior rests on the 
hypothesis that injected charge can not change instan
taneously. Immediately after the application of the 
pulse .1 V, the diode therefore behaves as a series of 
resistive elements whose values depend on the amount 
of charge stored in every interval dx along the length 
L of the diode. At t=o+ the resistance is therefore 

r= 1L { Aq[Mnn(t=O) +~LPP(t=O) ]}-1dx 
0 

= jL[Au(t=0)]-1dx, 
0 

(3) 

Since, in general, the densities n and p of the electrons 
and holes vary with the distance x the requirement that 
the current .1i(O) be free of divergence demands that 
the additional field .1E(x) generated by .1 V will not 
be constant either. It will, in fact, have to adjust it
self everywhere such that .1E(x) • Au(t=O) =.1i(O) 
is constant. This is achieved by minute rearrangements 
of charges in the bulk and within a time span of the 
order of the dielectric relaxation time 0 = E/ u, which is 
typically below the resolution of electronic equipment. 
Hence, .1E(x) ·Au(t=O) =.1i(O) and 

1L .1E(x)dx=.1V. 
0 

As long as diffusion contributes negligibly to the de 
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where the symbols have their conventional meaning. FIG. 3. I-V characteristic of the silicon double-injection diode 
studied at room temperature in this paper. Noise measurements 

140 are taken at 2, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 V (see Sec. III). 
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current, the de value E(x) of the electric field satisfies 
E(x) ·Au(t=O) =I, and 

It thus follows that 

JL E(x)dx= V. 
0 

1/r=Ai(O)/ AV =1/V, ( 4) 

0 -zo o 20 40 60 so too 120 140 160 180 200 as indicated in Fig. 1. At t= oo, on the other hand, 
t,fLsec 

FIG. 2. Current response of the diode of Fig. 3 to a differential 
voltage step of +1 V at an operating point of 30 V, 1.6 rnA. 
The solid line is a least-squares fit of 

tl.i(t) =M(O)+M( co) [1-exp(tl.-1)] 

to the data. The values of the parameters are given in Table I. 

M/ .1V =n(I/V). (5) 

Equations ( 4) and ( 5) hence state that the differential 
current will increase by (n-1).1i(O) between t=o+ 
and t = oo. If one further assumes the presence of a 
single linear recombination mechanism, this transition 
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will take place with a single time constant 1"1 and leads 
to a functional time dependence as shown in Fig 2. 

The step response of a single-injection (unipolar 
space-charge-limited) current is quite different because 
the characteristic time scale is the transit time (of 
the order of D/JJ.V), rather than a lifetime.7 If the 
current is a mixture of single and double injection or 
double injection with a significant contribution of 
diffusion, the clear identification of the mode of current 
flow becomes more difficult. To avoid such difficulties, 
the device of Figs. 2 and 3 has been selected. This 
structure is a duplicate of the diode studied in Ref. 1 
and by Mayer et al.8 where a detailed analysis shows that 
the device conforms closely with the theoretical models 
developed by Baron.9 

A linear equivalent circuit with one inductance and 
two resistances is shown in Fig. 4. The elements can 
easily be interpreted in terms of the physical mech
anisms of the device. The parallel capacitance has been 
added to acount for the unavoidable electric field 
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FIG. 4. Equivalent circuit. (i2 )=4kT(1/r)ilj. The physical inter
pretation of the other elements is given in Sees. II, IV, and V. 

across the terminals. The meaning of the resistance r 
is discussed above. The branch of l1 and r1 represents 
the recombination mechanism responsible for the 
exponential part of the response, where r1 =l1/r1• In 
the presence of several competing recombination proc
esses. this network will generally have to be comple
mented by a number of such l-r branches connected in 
parallel as indicated by the dotted elements in Fig. 4, 
where each branch represents an independent recom
bination mechanism. For the present diode, the assump
tion of a single mechanism is sufficient, as demonstrated 
by Fig. 2.10 

To test the validity of this equivalent circuit inde
pendently of the differential step response, the real 
and imaginary parts of the diode admittance have 

7 R. Baron, M-A. Nicolet, and V. Rodriguez, J. Appl. Phys. 
37, 4156 (1966). 

8 J. W. Mayer, 0. J. Marsh, and R. Baron, J. Appl. Phys. 39, 
1447 (1968). 

9 R. Baron, J. Appl. Phys. 39, 1435 (1968). 
to A careful experimental analysis revealed traces of a second 

time constant Tz of about l.-1, but the effect was judged to be 
sufficiently small to be neglected. 
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Fw. 5. Real part of the diode admittance vs frequency. The 
solid lines are least-squares fits to the data. The fitting function 
is that derived from the equivalent circuit of Fig. 4. The param
eters obtained are given in Table I. 

been measured from 90 Hz to 22 MHz. Some of the 
results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Also given there are 
the dependences predicted from the equivalent circuit 
of Fig. 4, using a least squares fit. The agreement is 
quite good. In Table I the values of r, l1, and r1 deter
mined from the fits are compared with those obtained 
from the differential step response at various operating 
points. The discrepancies nowhere exceed 10%. Above 
20 V the .ratios lt/r1 for the lifetime r1 all lie between 
35 and 41 JJ.Sec. This simple equivalent circuit thus 
adequately represents the small signal behavior of this 
double-injection diode from low frequencies up to 
over three decades above the transition point wr1 = 1. 

III. HIGH-FREQUENCY NOISE OF 
DOUBLE INJECTION 

The previous section establishes that the silicon 
diode under investigation concurs with the predictions 
of the model for double injection above approximately 
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FIG. 6. Imaginary part of the diode admittance vs frequency. 
The solid lines are !east-squares fits to the data. The fitting 
function is that derived from the equivalent circuit of Fig. 4 
after subtraction of wC = Im ( Y) !-=· 
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TABLE I. Values of the parameters for the equivalent circuit of Fig. 4 for the double-injection· diode of Fig. 3. 

Operating point From step response 

V(V) J(mA) r (Jill) 11 (H) rt (Jill) 

2.0 0.024 68 

10.0 0.196 47.1 2.4 81.9 

15.0 0.405 34.5 1.54 43.5 

20.0 0. 710 26.7 1.08 29.7 

25.0 1.12 21.2 0.83 22.5 

30.0 1.60 18.1 0.70 18.5 

10 V. The diode therefore provides a sound basis for 
the noise measurements below. 

The mean square of the current fluctuations (i2 ) has 
been measured at six operating points from 60 kHz to 
22 MHz. Figure 7 shows the spectra in terms of the 
equivalent noise current I eq = (i2 )/2q6.j. It is seen that 
at all operating points the noise spectra reach a con
stant level above a limiting frequency which depends 
on the amount of excess noise present. The solid lines 
have been obtained by the least squares fitting of an 
assumed dependence I eq = c1 +c2/ f<a to the data. The 
equivalent noise resistances req=2kT/qc1 at each 
operating point are listed in Table II. 

The very close agreement between req and the real 
part r of the admittance at high frequencies indicates 
that 

(i2)=a.·4kTg6.j (6) 

with a.rv1 and g= 1/r. A better estimate of the value 
of a is derived in Fig. 8 where the high frequency noise 
levels are plotted against g. A least-squares fit yields 

a.=1.04 (7) 

with an estimated error of ±5%. It should be noted 
that this relationship holds at every operating point 
even where the square law dependence of the de current 
does not hold. This observation is consistent with the 
results of Refs. 2 and 3. There, a.rv1 also holds, in 

TABLE II. Comparison of the real part r of the diode admittance 
with the equivalent noise resistance r • ., at high frequencies. 

Operating point , r • ., 
V(V) J(mA) (Jill) (Jill) 

2.0 0.024 73.5 70.5 

10.0 0.196 48.7 45.1 

15.0 0.405 35.4 33.4 

20.0 0. 710 27.0 26.2 

25.0 1.12 21.4 21.4 

30.0 1.60 17.8 17.0 

From frequency response 

Re(Y) Im(Y) 

r (kn) 11 (H) r1 (kn) 11 (H) T1 (Jill) 

73.5 

48.7 2.6 81.4 2.3 78 

35.4 1.52 43.5 1.39 42.5 

27.0 1.08 28.7 1.01 28.5 

21.4 0.86 21.2 0.80 21.4 

17.8 0.69 16.8 0.63 17.9 

spite of the fact that the presence of pure double 
injection is questionable since Eq. ( 4) and ( 5) are 
not satisfied. 

IV. MODEL OF HIGH-FREQUENCY NOISE FOR 
NONLINEAR DEVICES 

We propose a simple hypothesis to explain the 
results of Sees. II and III and of Refs. 1-3, namely, 

(8) 

that is, such devices exhibit nothing but Nyquist 
noise of the resistance at high frequencies.11 In the 
device of this paper, the high-frequency resistance is r 
(see Fig. 4), since the l1-r1 branch[has a large time 
constant T1 equal to the lifetime of the carriers. This 
means, physically, that the recombination processes, 

50 

10-lc___..c,-----~,-------'-.---___1 
10 103 104 
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FIG. 7. Noise power spectra at six operating points (see Fig. 3). 
The solid lines are least-squares fits of I • ., =c1+c2ff'• to the data. 
The insert displays data and fits above 1 MHz. 

11 "Nyquist noise" is adopted here to refer specifically to 
quasithermal noise of quasilinear systems in which <i2)=4kTgAj, 
where g is a linear element characterizing the (nonlinear) system 
which is not in true thermal equilibrium. "Thermal noise" is 
more broadly interpreted to refer to any type of noise due to 
thermal agitation. 
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which play a dominant role in establishing the static 
characteristic, are too slow to affect the current at 
frequencies w»1lr1• This fact is also expressed by the 
straight line I= VIr in Fig. 1. We suggest that the high
frequency fluctuations of this current are not affected 
by the recombination processes either. Rather, we 
maintain that the noise originates from thermal fluc
tuations in r. 

A different explanation starts from Eq. (3) and 
Fig. 2. The current step .::li(O) is determined by the 
electron and hole concentrations n and p immediately 
before the voltage step .::l V is applied. Electrons and 
holes contribute independently to the flow at that 
instant and without changing their concentrations. 
Vander Ziel and van Vliet proved recently that carriers 
of a single type injected into a volume element of a 
device will generate thermal noise.l2 If, in our device. 
recombination is the only mechanism coupling the 
holes to the electrons and this mechanism is ineffective 
at w>>l/rt, van der Ziel's and van Vliet's conclusion 
applies to both electrons and holes independently. 
One then must expect 

(i2)=4kT( [Aun(w»1ln) I L]+[Aup(w»1lr1) I L]jLlj 

=4kTgLlj, wrv>1. (9) 

It is thus clear that the interpretation of the high 
frequency noise requires more than the knowledge of 
the static I-V characteristic. Therefore, recent treat
ments with the results (i2 }=n4kTg.::lf 13 and(~'2}= 
[4.apJ.Lnl (.uP+.an)2]4kTg.::lf 14 appear to be incorrect in 
double injection diodes. Instead the fact should be 
used that at high frequencies V=const•l=rl which 
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FIG. 8. High-frequency equivalent noise current IeQ vs high
frequency conductance g= 1jr. The ratio of the slope of the solid 
line (least-squares fit) to the slope of the dashed theoretical line 
(2kT/q) is a= 1.04±0.05. 

12 A. van der Ziel and K. M. van Vliet, Solid-State Electron, 
11,508 (1968). 

13 S. Yamamoto, S. T. Liu, and A. van der Ziel, Appl. Phys. 
Letters 11, 140 (1967); see also J. S. Barrera, thesis, Carnegie 
Institute of Technology (1966). 

14 A. van der Ziel, IEEE Trans. MTT 16, 308, 1968. The 
correct relation between low-frequency conductance g0 and high
frequency conductance g of the Si double-injection diode men
tioned in this reference is g=go/2. It may also be mentioned that 
the term "noise suppression" of Ref. 1 is not appropriate in double 
injection as long as it refers to thermal noise hypotheses. 
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FIG. 9. Observed excess noise at 100kHz vs diode current at 
four operating points. The slope is close to 2. I eq is the equiv
alent noise current obtained at 100 kHz from the dependence 
leq=c,+C<J'!P when least-squares fitted to the experimental 
points of Fig. 7. 

leads immediately to Eqs. (9) and (8). The thermal 
noise current source (i2 )=4kTgtJ.f in the equivalent 
circuit of Fig. 4 expresses these ideas formally. 

With the high-frequency noise reduced to thermal 
causes, the interesting question now arises as to when 
a ceases to be unity. The fact that a= 1 for devices as 
different as those of Refs. 1-3 and the simplicity of the 
model offered obviously speak for a broad validity of 
this concept. On the other hand, experiments on single 
injection devices yield a=2.13 There is, however, an 
important difference between these two cases. In 
double injection, the dielectric relaxation time 8 is 
quite small, T1 is fairly large, as in the present case, and 
the transit times In and lp of electrons and holes are of a 
magnitude to similar to that of r1• Hence, there is a 
wide frequency range confined by the limits 1lr1<w< 
1/8. In this range double injection devices are linear 
elements when diffusion is negligible because recom
bination is absent at these frequencies. Generally then, 
11 n <w appears as a necessary condition for thermal 
high-frequency noise if n represents the shortest life
time of all recombinations processes at work. This con
dition is also satisfied formally in single injection, 
since recombination is absent even under static con
ditions. In single injection, however, the dielectric 
relaxation time 8 is of the same order of magnitude as 
the transit time t0, while in double injection O«fo. One 
might thus speculate that a condition of the form 
11 (to, r1) <w< 118 is necessary for the existence of 
linear behavior of the devices and for Nyquist noise at 
high frequencies. Another natural time constant of a 
device is the mean free time Tc between collisions for 
the charge carriers. A time of this order is needed to 
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"thermalize" the carrier motion. We expect, therefore, 
noise which is quite different from Nyquist noise at 
frequencies Wc'""1/r0 • Unfortunately, We is usually in 
the microwave range which complicates the experi
mental situation. The dependence of the Nyquist noise 
on temperature offers an additional possibility to test 
the present hypothesis of high-frequency noise. Experi
ments to determine this temperature dependence are 
under preparation. 

Implied in our hypothesis is the idea that the de 
current of the double-injection diode merely serves the 
purpose of maintaining a steady-state nonequilibrium 
distribution of charge carriers. Conceivably this could 
be achieved also by other means, such as radiation. 
The high-frequency noise of the device should still 
be given by Eq (9). Experiments of this nature seem 
very worthwhile. We also believe that the high-fre
quency noise of such devices, if properly designed and 
operated, will offer unique opportunities to study fluc
tuations of tepid and hot charge carriers in a solid. 

V. SPECULATIONS ABOUT LOW-FREQUENCY 
NOISE IN DOUBLE INJECTION 

As outlined above, the high-frequency noise does 
not reveal anything unique to the double-injection 
process. Turning to lower frequencies we may anti
cipate generation-recombination (g-r) noise since 
electrons and holes are present in similar concentrations 
over most of the volume. 

A picture of the g-r noise can be developed along the 
following lines: 

(1) The g-r process has one time constant r (=life
time). 

(2) The fluctuations in a volume element are given 
by (AJV2)=(!::.P)=NP/(N+P), whereN and Pare 
the total numbers of electrons and holes in that volume 
element.l5 

( 3) The noise voltage across the (one-dimensional) 
device is obtained from the integral 

JL (v2 )dx, ( 10) 
0 

where (v2 ) is the mean square voltage fluctuation across 
dx. 

( 4) Diffusion is neglected. The result is expressed 
as leq,g-r: 

_ 2(1+b) 2 
r f2[ (w)]2 

leq,g-r- c/J.I.p2A3 [1+(wr)2J g 

1L (n/p)dx 
X o (l+n/p) (1+bn/p)4p3' (11) 

where nand pare functions of x. An estimate of p(x, I) 
is9 

16 A. van der Ziel, Fluctuation Phenomena in Semiconductors 
(Butterworths Scientific Publications, London, 1959), Chap. IV. 

The dominant contribution to the integral stems from 
the region X'"" L where p has a minimum of about rr 
(residual doping of the bulk) and nr-vp 1s assumed. 
In general we would expect 

(13) 

An estimate of the magnitude of leq g-r at 1.6 rnA and 
100 kHz (wr1 = 24) is 30 1-1A. This is ~ithin an order of 
magnitude of the measured excess noise shown in 
Fig. 9. This estimate leads to the two following con
clusions: (i) It is probable that g-r noise is the main 
contribution to the low-frequency noise in double 
injection. It may be very difficult to identify quasi
thermal noise sources like those mentioned in Refs. 2 
and 3. (ii) It is a worthwhile endeavor to investigate 
the detailed features of g-r noise in double injection.16,17 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The admittance and step-response measurements on 
a long silicon double-injection diode at room temper
ature demonstrate that this device can be represented 
by the equivalent circuit of Fig. 4 which can be quanti
tatively derived from existing models of double injec
tion. 

Noise measurements on this device at high frequen
cies show that the white noise at all operating points 
considered is given by the Nyquist noise of the high
frequency resistor r of the equivalent circuit. This 
result is explained in Sec. IV without additional hy
potheses on the physics of the double injection process. 
Based on this and the fact that measurements at 
operating points below the double-injection regime as 
well as those from Refs. 2 and 3 all result in Nyquist 
noise, we propose that this result is not restricted to 
double injection alone. Section IV speculates on the 
limits of this, we think, rather general phenomenon. 

The experimental evidence and first-order calcula
tions on the low-frequency noise suggest a generation
recombination mechanism as the prime source of noise. 
A closer analysis of this as well as the high-frequency 
noise under modified conditions of the mode of double 
injection appear as promising subjects for future inves
tigations. 
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